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Pre-Assessment 
1. Identify a clear indicator muscle (IM), such as Anterior Deltoid, using spindle cell 

technique to make sure it’s working properly. If not, use NLs, NVs, Water and/or ESR 
points to correct.  

2. Assess pain on scale of 1-10, Check related muscles, etc. 
3. Do normal TFH clearing techniques – Hydration, switching, CV.  
4. Using IM, check the alarm points to identify over-energies. Note all that show. 
Energy Assessment: 
1. Hold Priority Mode, or have partner hold it. Check the alarm points until one gives 

an indicator change (I/C). This tells you which meridian you will focus on in the next 
step. This meridian is called the object meridian. 

1. This may or may not indicate an alarm point that showed when you checked for 
over-energies. 

2. Release priority mode and, while continuing to touch the alarm point that gave an 
indicator change, put the point into circuit retaining mode (pause lock – have your 
partner put their feet apart to the edge of the table or beyond shoulder width. Make 
sure they keep their feet apart for the rest of the balance). 

3. Check the alarm points again. If more than one shows, check each of them with 
priority mode until you find the first priority alarm point. This is the reference 
meridian – the second point that creates the holographic relationship.
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Balance 
1. Apply the following Touch for Health balancing techniques, with a slight difference. You 

may either apply each of these techniques in order, or, upon completely the first one, skip 
to step 2 and “Challenge” to see if the next technique is necessary: 

2. NeuroLymphatic Reflexes: Partner rubs the NL associated with the object meridian (the 
meridian of the alarm point that is in circuit retaining mode). The practitioner 
simultaneously rubs the NL of the reference meridian (the meridian of the priority alarm 
point that showed in step 3 of the Energy Assessment). If both reflexes are the same, then 
the client rubs the reflex while the practitioner assists by touching the client!s hand that!s 
doing the rubbing. Do both front and back. 
1. If client is unable to reach the object meridian reflex, then you rub both points – have 

your partner touch your arm that is rubbing the object meridian reflex. 
2. NeuroVascular Reflexes: Client holds (gently touches) the NV associated with the object 

meridian (the meridian of the alarm point that is in circuit retaining mode). The 
practitioner simultaneously holds the NV of the reference meridian (the meridian of the 
priority alarm point that showed in step 3 of the Energy Assessment). If both reflexes are 
the same, then the client holds the reflex while the practitioner assists by touching the 
client!s hand that!s doing the holding. Try to get all the points pulsing and synchronized. 
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1. Challenge: After applying either of the above techniques, challenge the technique you 
just applied. If you already have done both techniques, you may skip this step.  
A. Recheck the priority reference meridian alarm point (Energy Assessment Step 3). If 

the alarm point still indicates, apply the next balancing technique.  
B. If the alarm point is clear, challenge the just applied balancing technique in modified 

Touch for Health style – touch the points used for balancing (client & practitioner) 
while monitoring the IM. If the IM unlocks, then proceed to the next balancing 
technique.  

C. If you’re unable to hold both of your points while checking the IM, challenge each 
one individually while your partner continues to hold their points.  

D. If both challenges are clear, the balance for that pair of object and reference meridian 
is complete. If either is not clear, do the technique that you have not applied yet. 

2. Re-check alarm points to see if there is another priority reference meridian that requires 
balancing. Repeat Balance Steps 1 & 2 as necessary for the same object meridian with the 
new reference meridian. 

3. When no further reference meridian alarm points indicate, close Circuit Retaining Mode 
(have partner put feet together). 

4. Repeat the Energy Assessment to see if any other priority object meridians indicate. If so, 
continue through procedure to balance that object meridian with any reference meridians. 
Continue in this manner until no priority object meridians indicate.
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Follow-up Rechecks 
1. Check the alarm points (without priority mode) to re-check for over-

energies. 
2. Recheck any Pre-Assessments you performed and note the differences. 

Do the muscles that didn’t hold now hold? What happens when they try 
to activate their pain? Have them re-rate it on a scale of 1-10.  
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